
 

 

FACULTY SALARY AND BUDGET COMMITTEE 
OCTOBER 7, 2016 

 
PRESENT:    Neal Buckwalter, Larry Burns, Gregg Dimkoff, Kathy Gulembo (ex-officio), Robert Hollister (Chair), Lori 

Houghton-Rahrig, Zack Kurmas, Paul Murphy, Julia Mason, Len O’Kelly, Jon Rose, Ashley Rosener, 

Paul Stephenson, Rachel Travis, Mike Yuhas. 

  

 

1. The meeting was called to order at 12:00pm and the Agenda was approved. 
 

2. The Minutes of September 23, 2016 were reviewed and approved. 
 

3. A memo on Healthcare for Faculty on Part-time Appointments was discussed and approved. 
 

4. The process of reviewing all programs based on the metrics requested in Resource Analyses was discussed.  
Suggestions were made on metrics that are most important to examine and the committee agreed to look at 
these at a future meeting. 

 
5. Dave Smith provided an update on benefits.  Open enrollment begins October 18.  The largest change for 2017 

is that the deductible will increase to $2000 for single and $4000 for dual/family.  In 2018 the deductible will 
remain the same, but a co-pay will begin for prescription drugs purchased after the deductible is reached; the 
co-pay will be capped at $250 for single and $500 for dual/family (thus the maximum out of pocket will be 
$2250 for single and $4500 for dual/family).  Beginning in 2017 you will be able to fill your maintenance drug 
prescription for 90 days from any pharmacy (not just mail-in); as always there may be formulary changes, these 
changes are made by CVS on a quarterly basis.  There are no changes to the Delta Dental and Eyemed for 
2017.  For individuals enrolled in the Standard PPO plan (not the High Deductible plan) the premium will 
increase to $1356 for Single, $2652 for Dual and $4080 for family; thus in nearly all cases it is a better 
economic value to choose the High Deductible Plan.  Health Savings Accounts for faculty that choose the High 
Deductible Plan now have a mutual fund investment option for those who choose to build up their account prior 
to retirement.   

The benefits office is advertising several campaigns to promote emotional and financial wellness such as 
mindfulness, retirement planning and encompass (counseling for individuals experiencing emotional 
difficulties).  The healthy choices program will now be advertised at the end of open enrollment, the hope is 
more people will join as the administration makes it a more user friendly process.  

The administration is exploring significant changes in the TIAA investment options.  Potential changes are 
in the planning stages but will likely include phasing out all old TIAA Retirement Annuity options and transition 
to a more modern Retirement Choice annuity in order to provide better investment options at a lower cost.   The 
GVSU Retirement Plan Investment committee is also exploring an auto enrollment feature that would create a 
default retirement contribution (rather than now where the default is zero).  This minor change has been shown 
to be effective in other cases because it puts the onerous on the individual to opt out rather than to opt in.   
 

6. The meeting adjourned at 1:30pm.  
 

 

 


